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I explored the theme of cultural trauma in two different ways:  
 

1) By participating in a series of lecture course at a  SpeCTReSS SUMMER 
INSTITUTE ON CULTURAL TRAUMA Double face of Cultural Trauma: Victim's 
and Perpetrator's side at Dubrovnik (30 May - 4 June 2016). This course was 
organised by Professor Nebojsa Blanusa from University of Zagreb. The 
workshop turned out to be a phenomenal bridge between scholars from varied 
academic backgrounds and cultural experiences. Prof Ron Eyerman, one of the 
pioneers of cultural trauma studies  delivered the key note on cultural trauma 
and collective memory.      

 
The main goal of this course was to explore and understand the thorny issue of 
traumatic (post/sub/beyond)-national self-perception, and to create a platform for 
intercultural knowledge exchange. This year course lectures, research activities and 
discussions focused on double face of cultural trauma, expressed in narratives of victims 
and perpetrators, as well as of other categories of traumatized people. Especially 
prominent were those related to current migrant crisis, e.g. refugees, immigrants, host 
populations etc. 
This year a new section was introduced, titled Individual and Collective Traumas: 
communicating between different approaches and disciplines. The purpose of the 
section is to welcome exchange of ideas and knowledge between cultural trauma and 
other approaches focused on trauma as individual phenomenon. 
I lectured on ‘Traumatic Widowhood in India: Reformist, Nationalist and Feminist Discourses’.   
 
On my return to Dublin, I explored some aspects of war widows and their struggle 
for  pensions in the context of cultural trauma theories. I am working towards the 
theme of  ‘Cultural Trauma and Welfare for the War Widows in India’. As a result , 
I intend to submit an article to a leading Croatian political studies journal.                                 
I have explored as to how in India and in Europe, the War widows came to constitute a 
distinct category of pensioners. This  became a main source of forming a discursive  
continuity of identity formation. During the World Wars, the wives of the sepoy and 
officers suffered from the same insecurity or fear across the British empire.  The 
provision of pensions led the welfare of the Indian widows  to be scaled at an 
international level.  In India, the main issue of whether pensions ought to be extended 
after the widows has remarried, was resolved in 1935.   
 
The traumatic fact of Nazism challenged the manner in which science dealt with human 
memories particularly those which remained disturbed and unresolved . It was not 
earlier than 1990s that  trauma was re-examined as an ‘unusual memory registration’, 
where aphoria or unresolvable paradox was turned on (Caruth,1996).  
I locate the question of war widows in India within the paradigm of cultural trauma 
studies. War widows have been different from the other widows. A war widow’s 
husband sacrifices himself for the State/nation and that earns him the glory and 
martyrdom. Indian war widows go through three emotional levels: one which is the 
intense grief at a very personal loss; the other is the heightened sense of pride and 
honour (mostly generated through the images of commemorations and award 



ceremonies); thirdly the cultural trauma of the everyday life (this includes struggle with 
the State pension wings for ensuring timely pension; tension within the household over 
the share of property and remarriage).                 
Traumas can be triggered by loss of life and property due to natural disasters, rape, 
domestic violence, terminal illness or family deaths. Individual trauma gave way to 
understanding collective traumas after the Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) was 
discovered by American psychiatric Association in 1980s. The collective experience of 
the concentration camps, the Vietnam war, the Gulf war or post Communism period in 
East Europe- all created a ‘pathological public sphere’  (Seltzer,1997:3-26).  
I am looking at the various dimensions of cultural trauma of the war widows in India. 
Widowhood in India, more so in the rural context, is accompanied by a lowered status of 
the widow within the family. This includes absence from public life, colourful clothing 
and jewellery and many a times even being tonsured (Chakravarti, 1998; Chen, 2000; 
Atwal, 2016). In terms of numbers, the widows in India comprise 34 million and the 
overall proportion of widows to total population of women in India is 6.9 per cent.1 To 
begin with, the Indian constitution gives equal rights to men and women, remarriage is 
legally permitted but practically the widow is governed by the rules of her community 
and caste. The urban widows exercise some degree of freedom in choosing their 
partners for remarriage; the rural widows’ remarriage usually takes place according 
permitted by the widow’s caste.  The in-laws usually marry her off to the younger 
brother of the deceased as per the customary law. (Chowdhary,1994). This constituted a 
legitimate practice as per the Anglo Indian Courts. Major intervention took place in the 
lives of the Indian widows in the twentieth century when under the British rule, Indian 
soldiers were recruited for the wars, esp the World Wars. The forcible entry of India in 
the Wars effected India  negatively.  Although not a major battlefield, India became a 
major supply base in the Second World War (Kamtekar,2002:187-221). Two million 
Indian men joined the Indian Armed Forces and served in Africa, Middle East, Burma 
and Europe. Most of them had been peasants, landless labourers or artisans from 
Punjab (presently an agriculturally rich State in the north west of India). Politically 
Punjab witnessed colonial violence after the World War I. In 1919 Colonel R. Dyer 
ordered mass shooting of 1000 Indian people gathered in a meeting at Jallianwala Bagh 
at Amritsar. ‘No event within living memory ,probably, has made so deep and painful an 
impression on the mind of the public in this country as what has become known as 
Amritsar Massacre’ (Horniman, 1980:1). World War I has also been seen as an 
opportunity seized by Indian revolutionaries (Ghadar party) based in North America 
and in India to launch a nation wide agitation for Home Rule (Mukherjee, 1989: 146-
158).  Gandhi launched the Non Cooperation Movement to address the phenomenal 
political unrest throughout India after Amritsar massacre.  
   
Despite the political upheaval in colonies, back home after the Great War, the British 
confirmed the nation state as the key form of political organisation, and also nationality 
as the overriding form of political identity in contemporary Europe. National 
mobilisation during the war created problems for Britain in Ireland, where two nations 
(versions of two nations) contended with each other, and generated different, 
incompatible views of loyalty – nationalist and unionist (Horne, 2013: 54-62). British 
security professionals quickly came to appreciate the value of cooperation with their 
                                                             
1 Census of India, 2001, Marital Status by Religion, Community and Sex, Table C3.’ in National Archives of 
India, New Delhi, Census of India, 2001. All India Socio Cultural Tables. 
  



Irish counterparts. That cooperation proceeded on multiple levels, from coast-watching 
and postal censorship to counter-espionage. The Irish captured German agents, shared 
information with British military intelligence officials, and virtually dismantled the Irish 
Republican Army (IRA) for the duration of the war (O’Halpin, 2008). The non success of 
a revolutionary type transfer of power in colonial India, can be explained by the fact that 
British rule in India was unique. The nationalist movement aimed at a protracted 
struggle to build a ‘national hegemony’/’state within a state’ (Joshi,1992: XV).  It is 
within this paradigm – the Indians political leaders carved out their agenda for freedom 
through constitutional methods (which included passive resistance and jail going for 
upholding the truth (satyagraha)). The Indian nationalists supported war efforts as they 
believed that the British would reward Indians with limited Home Rule.  
In terms of continuity of political discourses, World Wars form a distinct component of 
politico-historical  capital of both European and post colonial nations.  
Recent wars in Europe have appropriated the memory of World Wars in several 
interesting ways. Nebojsa Blanusa has looked at  the present day Croatian body politic 
to show that there exists a significant relationship between recent political cleavages, 
expressed through conspiracy theories, and the one from the Second World War. 
(Blanusa, 2013:16-33).  
Based on collective experience of trauma, War Widows Associations and Welfare 
Boards have mushroomed across the country after independence. Nearly 22,000 Indian 
widows were receiving pension by the end of the II World War. The challenge for the 
war widows lay in battling the traditional structures which put a restrain on their 
independence as pensioners.  This section will take up a few  Court cases filed by war 
widows for either reclamation of pensions or land in other cases. What defined the 
negotiating power of the war widow with the State was her strength of appeal to the 
State, glorifying the memory of how her dead husband had sacrificed himself for the 
nation. Widows re linked themselves organically to this ‘glorious’ victory, each time 
they filed petitions. The  Indian widows of the  post 1947 wars with China and Pakistan, 
came to be regarded as legitimate beneficiaries as compared to widows of soldiers 
martyred during the World Wars. World Wars were constituted as Britain’s war and 
1962,1965 and 1971 as  India’s wars. 
In most of the cases involving a Hindu widow’s maintenance or inheritance the Court 
took into account the economic condition of the deceased husband’s family; the 
responsibilities of marrying off girls and other duties of the husband’s heirs. This was 
however highly arbitrary and left the widow at the mercy of the relatives of the 
husband. The Courts rarely punished relatives for defaulting to give monthly allowance 
to the widow and sooner or later the widow was reduced to a death-like existence.    
    There was a general feeling amongst a group of Hindu lawyers that Courts were quite 
fair towards the widow and the cases should be decided arbitrarily. They were rather 
convinced that fixing an amount or share of maintenance for the widow would be 
against the existing Hindu law which they thought was benevolent. The wives of the 
soldiers stood out as they were able to negotiate their status within the household. 
Although they were not dependent on the Indian reformers or the Colonial legislature, 
pension was an asset to the family and widow was the means to perpetuate that. In this 
context the question of remarriage resurfaced around the 1930s. In 1935 a landmark 
decision was made regarding the continuance of family pension to widows of Indian 
soldiers after remarriage. It was recommended that the pension of a widow should not 
be forfeited when she remarried the brother of her deceased husband. It was made 
conditional upon the fact that she should continue to live a communal life with the other 



eligible heirs. The general basis of this extension of pension to remarried widows was 
that several communities/castes from which the soldiers were recruited, allowed such a 
remarriage as it constituted  a customary practice. The widow would be able to keep the 
pension within the family of the deceased and fulfil the purpose of the pension – 
primarily to support the dependents.             
     
 

2) Secondly, I looked at the jail experiences of women in Ireland. This is part of my 
earlier project on Margaret Cousins (1878-1954), who was an Irish suffragette in 
India. I located jail records and experience of panopticon of these jails in Dublin 
and Tullamore. I looked at the experiences of the working class women during 
the lockout of 1913.   
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